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Abstract 
 
We develop a new model of the intergenerational transmission of culture based on the labor 
market characteristics of different cultural types. Following Borjas (1994,1995) we assume that 
cultural heterogeneity increases labor productivity due to skill complementarities, however 
following Jackson and Xing (2014) we also assume that cultural heterogeneity hampers com-
munication. We model this as a game in which individuals first engage in uniformly random 
matching, and then once matched play a coordination game. Other-type matches are thus 
potentially more productive, but also less likely to coordinate. We show that this set up can 
replicate many of the seminal results of Bisin and Verdier (2001) without assuming imperfect 
empathy. This means that we do not face the inherent difficulties that such models involve when 
making welfare statements. Further, we are able to obtain new results concerning the efficient 
size of a cultural minority, the effects of tax and welfare programs on the size and welfare of 
minorities, and the relationship between the intensity of social interaction and size and welfare 
of a minority. In an extension of the model we introduce “intermediaries” who may either 
facilitate other-type matching or improve after-match coordination. We then ask which parent 
population, the minority or majority, the intermediaries arise from and explore their implications 
for the equilibrium and welfare. 
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1 Introduction

In November 2015 UNHCR the United Nations Refugee Agency reported that in the

preceding four years, in response to conflict in their homeland, over 500,000 Syrian citi-

zens had sought asylum in Europe, with the preponderance of these people seeking to enter

Germany. Generally public attitudes in the largest European Union countries are unsym-

pathetic towards immigration. In response to the question, “Is immigration a problem not

an opportunity” more than 40% of the respondents from the populations of the UK, France,

Italy, Portugal, the Netherlands and Spain responded “yes”. Survey participants, particu-

larly those in the UK, voiced concerns over “social cohesion” and competition for jobs.1 Yet

studies for the UK indicate that immigration actually has a small positive effect on average

wages, and that immigrants are net fiscal contributors, paying more in taxes than the value

of services and transfers they receive.2 The plight of the Syrian refugees highlights a number

of important and interesting questions concerning the benefits and costs of the presence of

a cultural minority in a population. It further raises the question of whether these costs

and benefits may be expected to persist, that is whether the immigrant minority may be

expected to assimilate into their host populations or remain culturally distinct. These are

questions of cultural transmission. There is an extensive literature on this topic, the modern

version of which was pioneered by Bisin and Verdier (1998) and is surveyed in Bisin and

Verdier (2010). The key idea in this literature is imperfect empathy whereby a parent uses

their own preferences to evaluate the utility of their offspring, not the offsprings own prefer-

ences as in the standard results on altruism. Imperfect empathy provides an incentive for a

parent to incur a cost so as to socialize a child to share their own cultural traits. If it is then

assumed that the alternative to parental socialization is for the offspring to be socialized by

a randomly chosen role-model from the general population, then the analysis can explain

the persistence of cultural minorities within a population.3 This approach, while appealing

1Source “The Migratory Observatory at the University of Oxford”
http://www.migrationobservatory.ox.ac.uk/briefings/uk-public-opinion-toward-immigration-overall-
attitudes-and-level-concern

2See Dustmann, Frattini and Preston (2005), (2013) on labor market effects, and Dustmann and Frattini
(2014) for results on fiscal contributions

3As the proportion of the population that are not of the minority approaches 100% a minority child will
almost certainly become a member of the majority if socialized by a random stranger, hence a cultural mi-
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in many ways, explains cultural choices by assuming a preference over preferences together

with an assumed specific technology for socialization.4,5 In what follows we develop a simple

model of cultural choices based on different primitives. Our model will be based on the

nature of random matching and the productivity characteristics of different cultural types.

Our approach is inspired by early observations made by Borjas (2003) and Lazear (1999a,b),

first that immigrants may bring skills to the labor market complementary to those posesed

by natives, and, second, they may introduce costs via difficulties in communication. We

base our model of cultural choice on these observations in a very natural way. We assume

that agents in an economy consist of one of two types, these types are culturally distinct

and poses complementary skills.6,7 The agents in the economy are subject to uniformly ran-

dom matching, and once matched play a coordination game.8 If the players coordinate on

an equilibrium then a surplus is realized and allocated between the participants via Nash

nority parent who is culturally intolerant will choose to socialize the child themselves, ensuring the continued
existence of the minority.

4This is not to say that several different cultural transmission mechanisms cannot be found in the litera-
ture, Bisin and Verdier’s (2010) analysis of homogamous marriages is particularly interesting, but to obtain
the long run persistence of a cultural type requires in each case that direct socialization by parent(s) becomes
more attractive as the proportion of the minority in the population falls.

5In a recent paper Giusta, Hashimzade and Myles (2016) argue that parents from an immigrant population
must trade off the labor market advantages of schooling and the cultural costs arising from the schools
socializing their children in the host culture. Like Bisin and Verdier they essentially assume that the parents
have a preference over preferences, however their socialization dynamic, working through schooling choice,
yields a richer and more intuitively appealing set of results. Here culture can actually evolve over time.

6Recent evidence on the effects of ethnic diversity in teams has been supplied by Hoogendoorn and van
Praag (2012), who study 45 real student companies that differ primarily in their ethnic composition. They
find that if there is sufficient diversity then this is productivity enhancing. Ottaviano and Peri (2005,2006)
find that cultural diversity, as measured by the number of languages spoken, is productivity increasing at
the US city level. Hong and Page (2001, 2004) explain the greater productivity of diverse group by their
greater ability to problem solve as a consequence of employing different heuristics. Also see Page (2007) for
a book length discussion. Niebuhr (2010) studies the production of patents by region in Germany, and shows
that cultural diversity enhances the performance of regional R&D sectors. Sparber (2009) studies aggregate
productivity in US industries for the 1980-2000 period, and finds that those sectors that employ many workers
in creative decision making or customer services roles experience productivity gains from increased racial
diversity, however industries characterized by high levels of group effort experience decreasing productivity
consistent with coordination and communication problems. Ahern et al (2015) argues that cultural diversity
could increase the likelihood of a successful merger because employees with different cultural values could
introduce alternatives to the status-quo which lead to greater efficiency. However, cultural diversity may
reduce the post-merger coordination between the employees of each firm due to impediments such as mistrust
and misunderstanding.

7A complimentary literature looks at gender diversity and productivity in the workplace, a recent study
by Ellison and Mullin (2014) finds that diversity is negatively related to the provision of social goods, trust,
cooperation etc., and positively related to productivity.

8For a survey of matching functions see Petrongolo and Pissarides (2001).
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bargaining. An agent’s cultural type effects their expected payoffs and ultimately the equi-

librium distribution of types in three ways; first the types have complementary skills such

that cross cultural “other-type” matches are potentially more productive than “own-type”

matches, second the probability of equilibrium coordination is lower for other-type matches

versus own-type matches reflecting their cultural dissimilarities, thirdly and finally the types

possess different threat points that effect the distribution of surplus following successful co-

ordination. An equilibrium is characterized by the proportion of the types in the population,

which for either type may be zero, one, or some intermediate value indicating the persistence

of a minority.9 In the context of our motivating example above this allows us to predict what

might happen to Syrian refugees that take up residency in Germany; if they will integrate

or remain culturally distinct, and if they do integrate how long will it take and why? We

may also explore if the integration of these immigrants is a good thing from a social welfare

perspective, and if the immigration and diversity policies that have been practiced around

Europe are likely to promote the integration of new migrants. We shall be able to comment

on each of these topical issues.

In the next two sections we develop a basic static model, derive the distribution of types

that would be chosen by a benevolent planner and compare this to a market solution where

the agents choose their own type so as to maximize expected payoffs. We show that for

an interior equilibrium the market solution involves too few agents choosing the minority

culture.10,11 In section 4 we explore the effects of tax and welfare systems on the equilibrium

proportions of the cultural types. We show that lump-sum taxes/transfers between types are

sufficient instruments to implement the utilitarian social welfare optimum. Further if these

taxes are set via democratic voting, and hence maximize the expected payoff to a member

9That a good theory of cultural transmission must admit equilibria characterized both by full integration
of a minority, and by the minority’s persistence, is highlighted nicely by counterposing the examples given
by Bisin and Verdier (2010) and Giusta, Hashimzade and Myles (2016). The former motivate their analysis
by pointing to the continued existence and cultural distinctiveness of the Orthodox Jewish community in
the US. The latter motivate their analysis by pointing to the complete assimilation of the Jewish community
in the East End of London in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

10The static nature of our preliminary analysis may seem too restrictive, but in later sections we introduce
two types of dynamics and demonstrate that the key results of the static model are not reliant on the static
assumption.

11Allowing agents to choose their own type might seem a strange assumption, but as we show in the
dynamic sections that follow this is just short hand for a steady state equilibrium where altruistic parents
probabilistically choose their children’s cultural type.
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of the majority cultural type, then the mix of cultural types in equilibrium is the same as

at the social welfare optimum. However, the simplest possible welfare scheme, whereby all

incomes are taxed at a constant rate with the revenues used to supply a public service does

not effect the market equilibrium proportions of the two cultural types.

In section 5 we explore the implications of the intensity of social interaction for the

equilibrium proportions of the two cultural types, and for the welfare properties of the

equilibrium. We model greater social interaction by allowing for multiple rounds of matching

per period, where more rounds represents greater social interaction. We show that a greater

intensity of social interaction pushes the market equilibrium towards the welfare optimum,

and is Pareto improving.

In section 6 we introduce dynamics into the framework. We assume that parents are

fully altruistic. We explore two socialization dynamics; one based on increasing convex

costs of socialization, and a second based on Bisin and Verdier’s (2001) model but without

employing imperfect empathy. In the case where parents costs of changing their children’s

culture are increasing and convex, we find that the interior equilibrium may or may not be

stable. Furthermore, even when the interior steady state equilibrium is stable, the speed of

convergence of the equilibrium may be faster or slower than is welfare optimal. We explain

the distortions behind this finding, and how it relates to the “cultural environment” defined

by the within group cohesion of the cultural groups, and the “cultural distance” between

them. This allows us to gain some insights into why some governments may adopt policies

to change the rate of assimilation of a minority. In the case where a parent pays to increase

the probability that their child will be of their own cultural type as in Bisin and Verdier

(2001), we find that the interior equilibrium is always asymptotically stable.

In section 7 we make the obvious observation that there are rents to be earned if the

matching process can be improved, or if rates of coordination within matches can be in-

creased. We posit the emergence of “intermediaries” that perform these functions. In the

context of improving matching we suppose that intermediaries perform the service of provid-

ing cross-cultural introductions. We show that since intermediaries do not fully internalize

the benefits of the improvements in matching they facilitate then there will be fewer of them

than is socially efficient. When intermediaries improve coordination there are several possi-
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bilities depending on which characteristics are important for coordination. If coordination

by intermediaries depends on “social traits” such as language proficiency or knowledge of

social customs, then we argue that coordination is limited to the rate of the cultural type

that is poorest at coordinating in an own-type (same culture) match. The idea being an

intermediary cannot understand a type better than they understand themselves. Here the

intermediaries are shown to always emerge from the majority type. Alternatively, if coor-

dination by an intermediary depends on “personal traits” such as empathy or diplomatic

skill, then intermediaries may be drawn form either group dependent on their (culturally

determined) endowment of these traits. Finally, if the ability of intermediaries to improve

coordination depends on their cultural experiences, intermediaries are shown to emerge from

the minority type because minority type agents have a high probability of encountering

majority type agents and thus they have greater experience in dealing with cross-cultural

matches.

In section 8 we provide a conclusion and some suggestions for further study.

2 Benchmark Model

2.1 Structure

The economy is populated by n agents, which we normalize to a population of 1. Agents

may be of one of two cultural types i or j. The proportion of agents of cultural type i in the

population is denoted λ so the proportion 1− λ are of type j, where λ ∈ [0, 1]. Production

and hence the payoffs in this economy result from pairs of agents randomly matched to

play a coordination game. Each may choose an action xk ∈ {a, b}, k ∈ {i, j}. Successful

coordination involves each player in the matched pair choosing the same action.12

12Our work does share some commonalities with Berliant and Fujita (2008) who model the creation of
knowledge. In their work having more ideas in common improves communication between pairs of potential
knowledge creators.
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2.1.1 Rents

The total rents generated by a match for given action choices are written R(xk, xh). We

suppose

Assumption 1. (a) R(ak, ah) = R(bk, bh) > R(ak, bh) = R(bk, ah) = 0, k, h ∈ {i, j}, (b)

R(ak, ah) = R(bk, bh) > min
k
{R(ak, ak)} k, h ∈ {i, j}, k 6= h.

Part (a) tells us that a failure to coordinate yields zero rents and coordination yields

positive rents.13 Part (b) tells us that other-type coordination yields higher rents than

own-type coordination for at least one type.14 The idea here is that each type brings a

cultural-skill to a match, and that for other-type matches these skills are complementary

and yield higher rents than in own-type matches.

2.1.2 Payoffs

We write the players payoffs as Pk,h(xk, xh), k, h ∈ {i, j}. Where the first index of P

indicated the type of the player receiving the payoff and the second index the type of the

player is matched with. In this section, we shall assume that the payoffs represent an even

division of the rents for each possible match.15 We have

R(xk, xh) =Pk,h(xk, xh) + Ph,k(xk, xh), k, h ∈ {i, j};

Pk,h(xk, xh) =Ph,k(xk, xh) =

(
1

2

)
R(xk, xh), k, h ∈ {i, j}. (2.1)

13Symmetry in rents implies that only coordination matters, not what the players coordinate on.
14We may think of this as the different types bringing different intermediate inputs into a Dixit-Stiglitz

type production technology as in Alesina, Spolaore and Wacziarg (2000).
15Or there is bargaining and the players all share a common threat point. In the subsequent sections we

allow division of rents to be determined by Nash bargaining between each matched pair.
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Further Assumption 1 and expression (2.1) jointly imply

Pk,h(a, a) = Pk,h(b, b) > Pk,h(a, b) = Pk,h(b, a) = 0, k, h ∈ {i, j};

Pk,h(a, a) = Pk,h(b, b) > min
k
{Pk,k(a, a)}, k, h ∈ {i, j}, k 6= h;

Pk,k(a, a) = Pk,k(b, b) Q Ph,h(a, a) = Ph,h(b, b) > 0, k, h ∈ {i, j}, k 6= h. (2.2)

Equation (2.2) tells us that a failure to coordinate yields zero payoffs while coordination

yields positive payoffs,. Furthermore, coordination with an other-type yields higher payoffs

than coordination with an own-type for at least one type. In this section, but only here,

we strengthen this assumption such that Pk,h(a, a) = Pk,h(b, b) > max
k
{Pk,k(a, a)} k, h ∈

{i, j}, k 6= h.

2.1.3 Coordination Probabilities and Expected Payoffs

The players are not necessarily successful in their attempts to coordinate. We write the

probability that any pair successfully coordinate as ρk,h, k, h ∈ {i, j}. We assume

Assumption 2. (a) ρk,k > ρk,h = ρh,k, k, h ∈ {i, j}, k 6= h, and (b) ρi,i Q ρj,j.

The coordination probabilities capture our basic idea that is easier to coordinate with

a cultural own-type, than with a cultural other-type. Here this is taken as an exogenous

characteristic of the cultural type.16,17,18

16A very nice microfoundation for the assumption that coordination within a cultural type is easier than
across cultural types is supplied by Kets and Sandroni (2015). They formalize the Theory of Mind from
psychology to propose the concept of an “introspective equilibrium”. The idea is that each individual playing
a coordination game has an initial, payoff-irrelevant, impulse towards a particular action. These impulses are
correlated across individuals with within type correlations being stronger than across type correlations. In
an attempting to predict the play of the player they are matched with each player inspects their own impulse
and observes the type of the player they are matched with, they are aware that the other player is doing
the same and that impulses are correlated. The limit of the subsequent induction process produces their
best replies. This equilibrium is shown to be unique but not necessarily efficient, particularly when common
cultural types are matched and have highly correlated impulses they are quite likely to pick an inefficient
equilibrium. Whereas different types that are less “influenced” by their impulses and may be more likely
to coordinate on the efficient equilibrium. Alternatively coordination might require communication in the
spirit of Dewatripont and Tirole (2005) and communication requires more costly effort across rather than
within cultures, and indeed might involve greater strategic subsitutability.

17In a recent experimental work, Jackson and Xing (2014) study the behavior of Indian and American
subjects playing a coordination game. They find that the two populations tend to coordinate on different
equilibria, and that they successfully coordinated significantly more frequently when match with partners
from their own population as compared to when they are matched across populations.

18In the psychology literature the ability of individuals to better encode and decode affective signals that
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These coordination probabilities may be given some quite intuitive interpretations. ρk,k

may be interpreted as the internal cohesion of the k-type group, and ρk,h k 6= h as the

cultural distance between the two types. These interpretations play an important role in

what follows.

The expected payoffs to each type for each possible match are simply the payoff multiplied

by the probability of successful coordination.19 Hereafter, so as to economize on notation

and whenever the interpretation is clear, we write ρk,hR(xk, xh) ≡ Ek,h for k, h ∈ {i, j},

and use Pk,h to denote a k-type player’s expected payoff when matched with a h-type for

k, h ∈ {i, j}. Note that in the case of even division of the rents, we have Pk,h ≡ ρk,hP (xk, xh)

for k, h ∈ {i, j}. To ensure that the types potentially have an incentive to interact we make

the following assumption.

Assumption 3. Other-type matches create positive expected surplus; that is 2Ei,j > Ei,i +

Ej,j.20

In later sections we shall allow the types to bargain over the division of the surplus from

cross cultural matches. This assumption ensures that such behavior can take place. Now

given that the proportions of types i and j in the population are λ and 1 − λ respectively

may be verbal (but sounds rather than words) or visual (facial expressions) is referred to as the In-Group
Advantage. Seminal work by Elfenbein and Ambady (2002) argues that a common culture increases the
rate at which such signals are accurately transmitted. Recent persuasive evidence supporting the In-Group
advantage has been provided by Sauter, Eisner, Ekman and Scott (2010).

19The implied potential trade-off between greater productivity in other-type matches, and a greater prob-
ability of coordination in own-type matches is similar to the ideas of Lazear (1999 a, b) where different
skills in a production unit may increase overall productivity but may involve costs that arise due to difficult
communication between people with different languages, culture and etc. In an empirical paper, O’Reilly,
Williams and Barsade (1997) analyze 32 project teams and find that more diversity lead to more conflict
and less communication, but controlling for the latter it also leads to higher productivity.

20Hamilton, Nickerson and Owan (2003), in a celebrated study of the garment industry, show that despite
communication difficulties, teams that are more diverse in terms of skills are more productive. In a similar
vein, Ottaviano and Peri (2006) find “a very robust correlation: US-born citizens living in metropolitan
areas where the share of foreign-born increased between 1970 and 1990, experienced a significant increase
in their wage and in the rental price of their housing. Such finding is economically significant and survives
omitted variable bias and endogeneity bias”. Further, Trax, Brunow and Suedekum (2015) demonstrate that
for a sample of German firms an increase in cultural diversity amongst the workforce increases plant-level
productivity. Stahl et al (2009) provide a meta-analysis of 108 empirical studies that concludes that in
teams cultural diversity leads to productivity losses due to task conflict and decreased social integration, but
productivity gains due to increased creativity and workplace satisfaction. The net effects depended on the
context.
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we may write the expected payoff of a player of each type as

E[P (i|λ)] = λPi,i + (1− λ)Pi,j; (2.3)

E[P (j|λ)] = λPj,i + (1− λ)Pj,j. (2.4)

We may now address the issue of cultural selection.

2.1.4 Cultural Selection

We initially assume that at the beginning of the game each player may select their cultural

type i or j. This has the merit of allowing us to develop our initial analysis in a simple static

framework. Obviously we do not intend this to be taken literally, rather we have in mind

the story that these choices are made by perfectly altruistic parents who maximize their

children’s utility by choosing their cultural type. In a later section we recast the analysis

as a dynamic game with overlapping generations and find that the insights we gain in the

static analysis maintain. Clearly the agents’ choice of cultural types can lead to one of three

possibilities λ = 0, λ = 1, or λ ∈ (0, 1), the details of which are described in the following

two propositions.

Proposition 1. In equilibrium cultural selection involves

(i) λ = 0 iff E[P (j λ = 0)] > E[P (i λ = 0)] ⇔Pj,j > Pi,j;

(ii) λ = 1 iff E[P (i λ = 1)] > E[P (j λ = 1)] ⇔ Pi,i > Pj,i;

(iii) λ ∈ (0, 1) iff E[P (i λ ∈ (0, 1))] = E[P (j λ ∈ (0, 1)]

⇔ λPi,i + (1− λ)Pi,j = λPj,i + (1− λ)Pj,j.

This simply tells us that for both cultural types to be chosen by some agents then the

expected value of an other-type match cannot be less than an own-type match. The last

part of Proposition 1 is a cultural arbitrage condition that allows us to state

Proposition 2. The interior equilibrium

(i) Is defined by λ =
Ei,j−Ej,j

2Ei,j−Ei,i−Ej,j
∈ (0, 1);

(ii) Is unique and stable if Ei,i < Ei,j and Ej,j < Ei,j;

(iii) Has the property λ Q 1
2

as Ei,i Q Ej,j.
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Hence the interior equilibrium is unique and stable if other-type matches yield higher ex-

pected payoffs than own-type matches.21 Further, it involves type i agents being in the ma-

jority if their own-type matches yield higher expected payoffs than those of j-type agents.22

2.2 Welfare Optima

We adopt a utilitarian social welfare function with equal weight on both types such that

expected social welfare is written

E[W |λ] = λE[P (i|λ)] + (1− λ)E[P (j|λ)]

= λ[λPi,i + (1− λ)Pi,j] + (1− λ)[λPj,i + (1− λ)Pj,j]. (2.5)

Differentiating wrt λ and solving the resulting FOC reveals the solution

λ∗ = argmax
λ

E[W |λ] =
2Pj,j −Pi,j −Pj,i

2 (Pi,i + Pj,j −Pi,j −Pj,i)
∈ (0, 1). (2.6)

This immediately gives us

Proposition 3. Under equal division of rents, the cultural selection condition yields an

Utilitarian social welfare optimum.

This follows immediately from noting that under equal division of rents, Pi,j + Pj,i =

Ei,j = Ej,i, 2Pi,i = Ei,i and 2Pj,j = Ej,j so that (2.6) is exactly the same as condition (i) in

Proposition 2. Inspection of the complementary slackness conditions also reveals that the

welfare optimum is at a corner when the cultural selection involves only one type.

21Stability here means that after a small perturbation, a dynamic system that satisfies payoff-monotonicity
would converge back to the interior equilibrium.

22This contrasts with the “Ethnic Enclave” literature in sociology such as Portes and Rumbaut (2001),
where economic advantages within a minority ethnic group ensure their continued existence in equilibrium.
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3 Bargaining over Rents

3.1 Structure

We assume now that the division of rents following successful coordination is determined

by Nash bargaining, and that the threat points involve receiving an own-type match with

an outside option of zero.23 If we assume that bargaining takes place after the initial match

but before the players attempt to coordinate we get

Lemma 1. For an own-type match bargaining over the rents involves

(i) Rents are divided equally; α∗ = 1
2

= argmax
α

αEk,k(1− α)Ek,k k ∈ {i, j};

(ii) Expected payoffs are Pi,i =
(
1
2

)
Ei,i and Pj,j =

(
1
2

)
Ej,j.

Now consider an i-type matched with a j-type. Employing lemma 1 we get

Lemma 2. For an other-type match bargaining over rents involves

(i) The division of rents satisfies β∗ = argmax
β

[
βEi,j −

(
1
2

)
Ei,i
] [

(1− β)Ej,i −
(
1
2

)
Ej,j
]
;

(ii) With β∗ = 1
2

+
Ei,i−Ej,j

4Ej,i
;

(iii) The expected payoffs are Pi,j =
Ei,j

2
+

Ei,i−Ej,j

4
and Pj,i =

Ej,i

2
+

Ej,j−Ei,i

4
.

Notice that part (ii) of Lemma 2 implies that β∗ Q 1
2

as Ei,i Q Ej,j. So, without loss

of generality, we hereafter assume that Ei,i > Ej,j. If
Ei,i

2
> (1 − β∗)Ej,i, then λ = 1 is the

unique stable equilibrium. In other words, when the rent obtained by an j-type agent from

an other-type match is too low because of a low outside option in bargaining, then the j-type

would be assimilated (and similarly an i-type). Therefore, to ensure the existence of a stable

interior equilibrium, we make the following assumption

Assumption 4. 3Ei,i − Ej,j < 2Ej,i, which ensures the existence of a stable interior equilib-

rium when the division of rents is determined by Nash bargaining.

23We have in mind the story that each agent may choose to remain at home and play the coordination
game with an own-type family member or near neighbor, or engage in matching at a given cost. Hence the
expected value of staying at home or engaging in matching will be equalized. Those that choose to engage in
matching treat the matching cost as sunk and may return home to an own type match if they choose. This
makes the expected value of an own type match the appropriate threat point for bargaining after matching.
Then to simplify the exposition we drive the cost of matching to zero and get the analysis presented above.
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Assumption 4 also implies a positive bargaining surplus. Notice that for the interior

equilibrium we have

∂β∗

∂Ei,i
=

1

4Ej,i
> 0,

∂β∗

∂Ej,j
= − 1

4Ej,i
< 0, (3.1)

implying that an agent’s share of rents in an other-type match is increasing in their threat

point.

Next we use the values of α∗ and β∗ to compute the equilibrium value of λb, the proportion

of i-types in the population when rent division is determined by Nash bargaining.

The expected payoffs for the two types are

E[P (i)|λ] =

(
λb
2

)
Ei,i + (1− λb)β∗Ei,j; (3.2)

E[P (j)|λ] = λb(1− β∗)Ej,i +

(
1− λb

2

)
Ej,j. (3.3)

These expressions together with the cultural selection condition allow us to compute λb.

3.2 Cultural Selection with Bargaining over Rents

As before, in equilibrium, the cultural selection condition (as defined in Proposition 1)

implies that agents choose their types so as to arbitrage the expected returns to types, that

is E[P (i)|λ] = E[P (j)|λ] employing (3.2) and (3.3) this gives us

λb =
Ej,j − 2β∗Ei,j

Ei,i + Ej,j − 2Ej,i
. (3.4)

Using (3.4) and the value of β∗ from Lemma 2 we get

λb =
3Ej,j − 2Ei,j − Ei,i
2Ei,i + 2Ej,j − 4Ej,i

=
1

2
+

Ej,j − Ei,i
Ei,i + Ej,j − 2Ej,i

. (3.5)

Expression (3.5) immediately yields

Proposition 4. Ei,i > Ej,j ⇒ λb >
1
2
. That is, the j-type is the minority,

Intuitively the group with the lesser threat point benefits less from an other-type match,
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but other-type matches are still better than own-type matches for both types. For the

cultural arbitrage condition to hold it must therefore be the case that the group with the

lesser threat point are more likely to achieve an other-type match. They must, therefore, be

in the minority. We also note that

Proposition 5. Ei,i > Ej,j ⇒ ∂β
∂Ei,j

< 0. That is, the minority group benefits disproportion-

ately from an increase in the value of a successful other-type match.

From the welfare optimum (2.6), and employing (3.5) we get

λb = λ∗ +
Ej,j − Ei,i

2Ei,i + 2Ej,j − 4Ei,j
(3.6)

From which we can deduce

Proposition 6. Ei,i > Ej,j ⇒ λb > λ∗. That is, the minority group is disproportionately

small relative to its size at the social optimum.

When an agent decides to be a member of the minority they only consider the effect this

has on their own expected payoffs. However, a social planner in allocating an agent to be

of the minority type will consider the effect this has on the probability of an other-type for

both of the players matched; hence, Proposition 6.

3.3 Comparative Statics

For the interior equilibrium we have

∂λb
∂Ei,i

=
2(Ei,j − Ej,j)

(Ei,i + Ej,j − 2Ei,j)2
> 0, (3.7)

∂λb
∂Ej,j

=
2(Ei,i − Ei,j)

(Ei,i + Ej,j − 2Ei,j)2
< 0, (3.8)

∂λb
∂Ei,j

=
2(Ej,j − Ei,i)

(Ei,i + Ej,j − 2Ei,j)2
< 0. (3.9)

The first two comparative statics results are obvious, an improvement in a group’s threat

point increases its equilibrium size. The last comparative statics result is more interesting. It

says that if the expected value of a other-type match increases, then this disproportionately
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benefits the group with the lower threat point and hence increases their equilibrium size.

This counter-intuitive result follows from the fact that the group with the lesser threat point

will be the minority group who are more likely to achieve an other-type match. Hence, the

minority is more likely to benefit from an increase in Ei,j.

4 Implications of Policy and Institutions

The most obvious policy possibilities are to allow a government to engage in taxes/subsidies

to effect the rents, the R(., .)′s, or to facilitate coordination so as to effect the probabilities,

the ρ′s. We have then to consider the circumstances under which the taxes/subsidies are

paid and their structure. There are two ways we might approach these issues: First, we

might ask what an optimal tax/transfer structure might look like. Then, we might try cer-

tain “standard” tax structures and ask what their implications might be, whether they can

at least realize Pareto improvements or perhaps implement a welfare optimum.

4.1 Welfare Optimal Taxes

If we allow for lump-sum transfers between types but retain the rest of the economic

structure of uniformly random matching and Nash bargaining over the rents generated by

productive matches. Then a utilitarian social planner will choose a pair of type-specific

lump-sum taxes/transfers so as to maximize

Max
Ti,Tj

λE[P (i)|λ] + (1− λ)E[P (j)|λ]

= λ

[
λ

(
Ei,i
2

)
+ (1− λ)β∗Ei,j + Ti

]
+ (1− λ)

[
(1− λ)

(
Ej,j
2

)
+ λ(1− β∗)Ei,j + Tj

]
,

s.t. λTi + (1− λ)Tj = 0,

λ = λb + 2ψ[Tj − Ti], (4.1)

where Ti, Tj denote the lump-sum taxes/transfers to/from groups i, j. The first part of (4.1)

is the utilitarian social welfare function, the second part is the balanced budget constraint,

and the third part is a version of the cultural selection condition including the taxes/transfers
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with ψ ≡ [Ei,i + Ej,j − 2Ei.j]−1. Notice first that the balanced budget condition allows the

problem to be simplified to

Max
Ti,Tj

λE[P (i)|λ] + (1− λ)E[P (i)|λ]

= λ

[
λ

(
Ei,i
2

)
+ (1− λ)β∗Ei,j

]
+ (1− λ)

[
(1− λ)

(
Ej,j
2

)
+ λ(1− β∗)Ei,j

]
,

λ = λb + 2ψ[Tj − Ti]. (4.2)

Furthermore the cultural selection condition may be written as λ = λ(Ti, Tj) so finally the

planner’s optimization problem reduces to

Max
Ti,Tj

λ(Ti, Tj)

[
λ(Ti, Tj)

(
Ei,i
2

)
+ (1− λ(Ti, Tj))β

∗Ei,j

]
+ (1− λ(Ti, Tj))

[
(1− λ(Ti, Tj))

(
Ej,j
2

)
+ λ(Ti, Tj)(1− β∗)Ei,j

]
. (4.3)

By solving the planner’s problem, we obtain the optimal tax/transfer structure:

Ti = (1− λ∗)(1

2
− β∗)Eij, (4.4)

Tj = λ∗(β∗ − 1

2
)Eij. (4.5)

Plugging the optimal tax/transfer structure into the cultural selection condition we obtain

the cultural equilibrium that the social planner aims to induce (denoted by λSP ):

λSP = λ(Ti, Tj) = λ∗ < λb. (4.6)

One can observe that the planner taxes the majority an amount equal to the extra rent

that they extract from bargaining and subsidizes the minority with an amount equal to the

rent that they lose in bargaining. By doing so, the planner is able to induce the socially

optimal cultural equilibrium we derived in Section 2.
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4.2 Democratically Determined Taxes

Of greater interest are the effects that actual tax systems have on λb, if we assume that

the taxes/transfers are determined by democratic voting then as the median voter will be a

member of the majority group we assume that taxes are chosen so as to maximize

Max
Ti,Tj

E[P (i)|λ] = λ

(
Ei,i
2

)
+ (1− λ)β∗Ei,j + Ti,

s.t. λTi + (1− λ)Tj = 0,

λ = λb + 2ψ[Tj − Ti]. (4.7)

The first part of (4.7) is the expected payoff of a majority type, the constraints are as in

the planners problem. By substitution, (4.7) reduces to

Max
Ti,Tj

E[P (i)λ] = (λb + 2ψ(Tj − Ti))
(

Ei,i
2

)
+ [1− λb − 2ψ(Tj − Ti)]β∗Ei,j + Ti,

s.t. [λb + 2ψ(Tj − Ti)]Ti + [1− λb − 2ψ(Tj − Ti)]Tj = 0. (4.8)

If we let η be the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the balance budget constraint,

we may write the first order conditions as

∂E[P (i)|λ]

∂Ti
= −ψEi,i + 2ψβ∗Ei,j + 1 + η[λb + 2ψ(Tj − Ti)]− 2ηψTi + 2ηψTj = 0; (4.9)

∂E[P (i)|λ]

∂Tj
= ψEi,i − 2ψβ∗Ei,j + 2ηψTi + η[1− λb − 2ψ(Tj − Ti)]− 2ηψTj = 0. (4.10)

Eliminating the multiplier from conditions (4.9) and (4.10) gives

Tj − Ti =
Eii − Ejj

4
> 0. (4.11)

Hence, the majority would vote to subsidize the minority. By plugging Tj−Ti into the cultural

selection condition, we obtain the cultural equilibrium that a democratically determined
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tax/transfer structure induces (denoted by λDD):

λDD = λ∗. (4.12)

This indicates that the democratically determined tax/transfer structure is identical to

the social optimal tax/transfer structure. Both encourage multi-culturalism and induce so-

cial optima.24 The intuition here is quite straightforward, the cultural selection condition

implies that the agents arbitrage the expected payoff to cultural type. In essence the ma-

jority internalize the effects of their choices on the minority because of the cultural selection

condition in the program (4.7).

4.3 A Simple Social Welfare System

Suppose we assume that there is a simple welfare system in which productive matches,

those that involve successful coordination, are taxed with the revenues used to pay all citizens

a welfare payment, this may be thought of as an uniform proportional income tax used to

finance the provision of a service such as universal health care. This may be represented as

Max
t,s

λE[P (i)|λ] + (1− λ)E[P (j)|λ]

= λ

[
λ

(
Ei,i
2

)
(1− t) + (1− λ)β∗Ei,j(1− t) + s

]
+ (1− λ)

[
(1− λ)

(
Ej,j
2

)
(1− t) + λ(1− β∗)Ei,j(1− t) + s

]
,

s.t. λ

(
Ei,i
2

)
(1− t) + (1− λ)β∗Ei,j(1− t) + s

= (1− λ)

(
Ej,j
2

)
(1− t) + λ(1− β∗)Ei,j(1− t) + s,[

λ2Ei,i + 2λ(1− λ)Ei,j + (1− λ)2Ej,j
]
t = 2s. (4.13)

Where the first constraint is the cultural selection condition, and the second is the plan-

24Classic examples of these policies may be found in the Netherlands which pursued a policy of “pillar-
ization” (multiculturalism) based on the 1983 Ethnic Minorities Policy, but then reversed this policy to one
which encouraged integration via the Civic Integration of Newcomers Act of 1998. See Vasta (2007) for
details.
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ners balanced budget condition where the 2s reflects that the taxes are per match and the

subsidy are per person.

The cultural selection condition can be simplified to

λ

(
Ei,i
2

)
+ (1− λ)β∗Ei,j = (1− λ)

(
Ej,j
2

)
+ λ(1− β∗)Ei,j, (4.14)

which is exactly the condition we needed for an interior equilibrium in Section 3.2. This

implies that no matter how t and s are specified, the cultural equilibrium is always λb.

Hence, the welfare program yields the market equilibrium and is not able to effect social

welfare.

5 The Intensity of Social Interaction

In the preceding sections each agent of each cultural type is allowed only one uniformly

random match. Suppose now instead that there are potentially several “rounds” of match-

ing. Individuals in each round may accept or reject the match they obtain. If they accept

then the matched pair withdraw from the matching process and immediately play the coor-

dination game, furthermore if they achieve coordination they immediately engage in Nash

bargaining over the rents. Those that do not accept matches try again in the next round.

The process continues for n rounds, thereafter any agents that are unmatched receive an

own-type match as in our previous bargaining game. n therefore is our measure of the in-

tensity of social interaction. We interpret a higher n as greater intensity representing lesser

exogenous impediments to social interaction: These may involve the physical geography of

the space in which matching takes place, population density, or the residual time available

to engage in matching after the time required for coordination, production and bargaining

has been allocated.25

25There appears to be little research concerning the effects of increases in the frequency with which
agents interact on the productivity of those interactions, however we note that the effect of more frequent
interactions, if own-type matches are rejected, is equivalent in terms of the effect on the expected value of
a match to a greater number of minority types involved in the matching process. There is a great deal of
evidence on this in a very wide variety of context, almost all of which points to an increase in productivity.
For a recent summary of the evidence see Kemeny (2014), in another paper Kemeny (2012) shows that
cultural diversity increases productivity in terms of the wages of native-born workers, and that there is not
reverse causality in the sense that these workers demand a wage premium to tolerate diversity
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If we assume uniformly random matching, and if the initial proportions of i-types and

j-types are λ and 1− λ respectively then following Hardy(1908) and Boylan (1992) we may

write

Proposition 7. If an initial population of unit length consists of λ-type i’s and 1 − λ-type

j’s then with uniformly random matching the proportions of ii, jj and ij matches are given

by λ2, (1− λ)2, and 2λ(1− λ) respectively.

We shall demonstrate shortly that all cross culturally matched pairs choose to withdraw

from further matching and play the coordination game, whereas all own-type matched pairs

choose to reject their current matches and try again in the hope of an other-type match.

Denote as λ̂m the proportion of majority i-types in the population still seeking a match

after m rounds of matching. That is after those that have achieved an other-type match

have withdrawn from the population engaged in the matching process. After m rounds of

matching the proportion of types i and j in the population may be written

λ̂m+1 =
λ̂2m

λ̂2m + (1− λ̂m)2
and 1− λ̂m+1 =

(1− λ̂m)2

λ̂2m + (1− λ̂m)2
. (5.1)

Hence the proportions of the two types in the population follow a first order non-linear

difference equation. Notice that the population is in a steady state at λ =
{

0, 1
2
, 1
}

. Further

by successive substitution we may obtain the population proportions after m rounds of

matching as functions of the initial population proportions to be

λ̂m =
λ2

m−1

λ2m−1 + (1− λ)2m−1 . (5.2)

We immediately have

Lemma 3. λ̂m is monotonically increasing in m if λ > 1
2
.

Lemma 3 tells us that in later rounds of matching minority j-types are more likely to

achieve an other-type match and majority i-types less likely to do so. This plays an important

role in the results that follow because it is anticipated by the agents and thus effects their

earlier decisions. The number of matching rounds asymmetrically effects the bargaining

threat points of the two types and thus, in turn, effects their choices of cultural type.
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We now solve the sequential bargaining process given the social interaction paradigm

outlined above. We have assumed that both cultural types reject own-type matches and

accept other-type matches in all rounds except the last. Now we demonstrate that these

maintained assumptions are correct.

Assume that there are n rounds of social interactions. In the last round, clearly all agents

accept their matches and each agent’s expected payoff is the same as derived in section 3

except that the population proportions are as given by (5.2) with m = n. We can thus write

the expected payoffs of the two types of agents in the last round as:

En[P (i), n, λ] = λ̂n

(
Ei,i
2

)
+ (1− λ̂n)

(
Ej,i
2

+
Ei,i − Ej,j

4

)
, (5.3)

En[P (j), n, λ] = λ̂n

(
Ej,i
2
− Ei,i − Ej,j

4

)
+ (1− λ̂n)

(
Ej,j
2

)
. (5.4)

It can easily be verified that En[P (i), n, λ] >
Ei,i

2
, En[P (j), n, λ] >

Ej,j

2
and En[P (i), n, λ̂]+

En[P (j), n, λ̂] < Ej,i.

Next, consider rounds 1 to n− 1. Let Et[P (k), n, λ] with k ∈ {i, j} denote the expected

payoff of a k-type agent in any round t ∈ {1, 2, ..., n−1}, in any round t−1 this also represents

the players outside option if they reject their current matches. Further if we denote as βt

the share of rents obtained by an i-type agent in the tth round for any t ∈ {1, 2, ..., n − 1},

then from the analysis of Section 3 we know that βt = 1
2

+ Et+1[P (i),n,λ]−Et+1[P (j),n,λ]
2Ej,i

.

We can thus write the expected payoffs of the two type agents in any round for any

t ∈ {1, 2, ..., n− 1} as:

Et[P (i), n, λ] =λ̂tEt+1[P (i), n, λ]

+ (1− λ̂t)
(

Ej,i
2

+
Et+1[P (i), n, λ]− Et+1[P (j), n, λ]

2

)
, (5.5)

Et[P (j), n, λ] =λ̂t

(
Ej,i
2
− Et+1[P (i), n, λ]− Et+1[P (j), n, λ]

2

)
+ (1− λ̂t)Et+1[P (i), n, λ]. (5.6)
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Adding these together gives us

Et[P (i), n, λ] + Et[P (j), n, λ] =
Ej,i
2

+
Et+1[P (i), n, λ] + Et+1[P (j), n, λ]

2
, (5.7)

for any t ∈ {1, 2, ..., n− 1}.

Now given that En[P (i), n, λ]+En[P (j), n, λ] =
Ej,i

2
+ 1

4
(Ei,i+Ej,j), successive substitutions

yield

Et[P (i), n, λ] + Et[P (j), n, λ] =
2n+1−t − 1

2n−t

(
Ej,i
2

)
+

1

2n+1−t

(
Ei,i + Ej,j

2

)
= Ej,i −

1

2n+1−t

(
Ej,i −

Ei,i
2
− Ej,j

2

)
< Ej,i. (5.8)

for any t ∈ {1, 2, ..., n− 1}. The left hand side of (5.8) is the sum of expected values of the

two players outside options while the right hand side is the surplus to be split given they

achieve an other-type match. It is then immediate that other-type matches are accepted

and the players engage in Nash bargaining. Now we demonstrate that own-type matches are

rejected. Again employing (5.5) and (5.6) we may write

Et−1[P (i), n, λ]− Et[P (i), n, λ]

= (1− λ̂t−1)
(

Ej,i
2
− 1

2
(Et[P (i), n, λ] + Et[P (j), n, λ])

)
, (5.9)

Et−1[P (j), n, λ]− Et[P (j), n, λ]

= λ̂t−1

(
Ej,i
2
− 1

2
(Et[P (i), n, λ] + Et[P (j), n, λ])

)
, (5.10)

for any t ∈ {2, ..., n}.

Now since the right hand sides of (5.9) and (5.10) are positive it follows that Et[P (i), n, λ]

and Et[P (j), n, λ] are both monotonically decreasing in t. Since En[P (i), n, λ] >
Ei,i

2
and

En[P (j), n, λ] >
Ej,j

2
, we have Et[P (i), n, λ] >

Ei,i

2
and Et[P (j), n, λ] >

Ej,j

2
for any t ∈

{1, 2, ..., n−1}. Therefore the assumption that for all but the last round own-type matches are

rejected is satisfied. Thus we have shown that the social interaction paradigm hypothesized

in (5.2) is correct given the sequence of matching decisions and bargaining outcomes. We
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thus have a unique equilibrium solution to the sequential matching/bargaining problem.

Using (5.2)-(5.6), we can derive the expected payoffs of the two types of agents as shown

in the following proposition:

Proposition 8. The expected payoffs of the two types of agents derived from the unique

equilibrium of the sequential bargaining problem are given by

E1[P (i), n, λ] =
Ei,i
2

+

(
Ej,i −

Ei,i
2
− Ej,j

2

) n∑
t=1

1− λ̂t
2n+1−t , (5.11)

E1[P (j), n, λ] =
Ej,j
2

+

(
Ej,i −

Ei,i
2
− Ej,j

2

) n∑
t=1

λ̂t
2n+1−t , (5.12)

where λ̂t obeys (5.2).

Proposition 8 has the following immediate implications:

Corollary 1. λ = 1
2

is not an equilibrium for any n.

Proof: When λ = 1
2
, λ̂t = 1

2
for any t > 0. Therefore, we have E1[P (i), n, 1

2
]−E1[P (j), n, 1

2
] =

Ei,i

2
− Ej,j

2
> 0, for any n. But this violates the cultural selection condition and hence cannot

hold. Q.E.D.

Corollary 1 indicates that j-type agents remain as a minority regardless of the number of

rounds of social interactions. To gain some intuition into this result suppose that there were

equal numbers of the two types, and that there were sufficient rounds of social interaction

such that all agents found an other-type match. Then each match would involve the same

surplus to be divided, but given the i-types have a higher threat point they must capture

a relatively larger share of the surplus, but this cannot be consistent with two types being

equal in numbers

Corollary 2. There exists an n > 0 such that for any n > n, λ = 1 is not an equilibrium.

Proof: We have limλ→1 λ̂t = 1. Hence, limλ→1E1 [P (i), n, λ] =
Ei,i

2
, limλ→1E1 [P (j), n, λ] =

Ej,j

2
+
(
Ej,i − Ei,i

2
− Ej,j

2

)∑n
t=1

1
2n+1−t . When n approaches infinity, we have limn→∞ limλ→1E1

[P (j), n, λ] = Ej,i − Ei,i

2
>

Ei,i

2
. Therefore, there exists an n > 0, such that for any n > n,

λ = 1 is not a equilibrium. Q.E.D.
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Recall that in Section 3, we showed that it is possible that all j-type agents get assimilated

if the rents they extract from bargaining are too low. However, Corollary 2 indicates that

this is no longer the possible when social interactions are sufficiently intense. In other words,

intense social interactions help to preserve cultural heterogeneity.26 Intuitively this follows

from (5.1), more rounds of matching both increase the probability that minority j-types

will realize valuable other-type matches and raise the minority types threat points in the

sequential bargaining process. It follows that with enough rounds of social interaction some

agents will always choose to be j-types. We now turn to the relationship between the

intensity of social interaction and the size of the minority group.

Since λ̂t monotonically increases in λ for any t > 0, (5.10) and (5.11) indicate that

E1[P (i), n, λ] is strictly decreasing in λ and E1[P (j), n, λ] is strictly increasing in λ. Com-

bining this with Corollaries 1 and 2, immediately implies that there exists a unique stable

interior equilibrium in (1
2
, 1) when n > n. Let λ∗(n) denote the interior equilibrium for

n > n. We have the following result:

Corollary 3. λ∗(n) monotonically decreases in n for n > n.

Proof: See Appendix.

Corollary 3 indicates that intense social interactions help to increase the size of the

minority group. The intuition here is that more intense social interaction increases the

relative probability that the minority will find an other-type match. Since other-type matches

have higher expected payoffs and since unmatched j-types become relatively scarcer as the

number of matching rounds increases, then it follows that j-types capture more of the rents

from each other-type match. Hence in equilibrium more agents choose to be j-types the

greater is social interaction. This runs counter to the casual intuition that greater exposure

of the minority type to the majority type might induce greater assimilation.

Next, we consider social welfare at the interior equilibrium. We are interested in the

question of whether greater social interaction is welfare improving and indeed if it is Pareto

improving? By Corollary 2, we know that when n ≤ n (if n ≥ 1), λ = 1 is the unique

26In the Ethnic Studies and Sociology literature the distinction is drawn between cultural maintenance
and cultural adaption, where the latter is sometimes interpreted as the intensity of cultural interaction. The
question often studied is whether the two are substitutes or complements. See for example Verkuyten and
Thijs (2002) who study the Turkish minority in the Netherlands. Here the two are complements.
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equilibrium. Hence, social welfare equals
Ei,i

2
. On the other hand, when n > n, we have

the interior equilibrium λ∗(n). Let E[W,n, λ∗(n)] denote the Utilitarian social welfare in the

interior equilibrium for n > n, we have the following result:

Proposition 9. For n > n, to maximize social welfare the planner maximizes the utility of

either type of agent, that is E[W,n, λ∗(n)] = E1[P (k), n, λ∗(n)] =
Ej,i

2
− Ei,i+Ej,j

2n+2 k = i, j.

Proof: (5.10) and (5.11) imply that

E1[P (i), n, λ∗(n)] + E1[P (j), n, λ∗(n)] = Ej,i −
Ei,i + Ej,j

2n+1
. (5.13)

Since in state λ∗(n), E1[P (i), n, λ∗(n)] = E1[P (j), n, λ∗(n)], we have

E[W,n, λ∗(n)] = λ∗(n)E1[P (i), n, λ∗(n)] + (1− λ∗(n))E1[P (j), n, λ∗(n)]

= E1[P (i), n, λ∗(n)] =
Ej,i
2
− Ei,i + Ej,j

2n+2
. (5.14)

Q.E.D.

Proposition 9 first indicates that, for n > n, E[W,n, λ∗(n)] increases in n. In other words,

intensive social interactions benefit the whole society. Second, we have limn→∞E[W,n, λ∗(n)]

=
Ej,i

2
. Therefore, in the limit more intensive social interactions lead to the Pareto optimum.

Note that the social optimum we derived in Section 2, where no bargaining takes place and

matching involves only one round, involves

(
Ej,i
2

)2
−

Ei,i
2

Ej,j
2

Ej,i−
Ei,i
2
−

Ej,j
2

<
Ej,i

2
. Hence, increased social

interaction can eliminate the inefficiency that arises from bargaining and improve the social

welfare.

6 Dynamics

Here we provide two dynamic foundations for the cultural selection results we obtained in

a static environment in previous sections. We first investigate an overlapping generation

model in which each parent can directly choose their child’s culture type subject to an
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increasing convex cost function in the number of cross-cultural shifts. Second, we examine

a probabilistic cultural transmission model based on Bisin and Verdier (2001).

6.1 Increasing Convex Cost Function

Consider a overlapping generations model. Each agent lives for two periods, young and old,

and has one child when old. Old agents are altruistic towards their children. Only old agents

are economically active, they engage in economic activity as described in Section 3 above,

plus they may choose their child’s cultural type. If they choose the child’s cultural type to

be different from their own they face a cost of increasing convex cost function in the number

of cross-cultural shifts that occur in their cultural group. This might represent the cost of

sending children to a different school or relocating to a different geographic location.

The lifetime utility of a type i agent is now given by

E[Ui|λ] = E[P (i)|λ] + E[Pic|λ]− τ 2i
2ψi

, (6.1)

which is the sum of the agents own expected payoff and the expected payoff of the child

(E[Pic|λ]) minus a cost term. The expected earnings of the child equals either E[P (i)|λ]

or E[P (j)|λ]. The cost term is a quadratic function of the number of i-type agents who

indoctrinate their children to become j-types in the period (τi). In addition, the cost term

is effected by, ψi, the “environment” in which the indoctrination takes place. For a majority

i-type we write the environment as

ψi = (ρi,i)
σi(ρi,j)

ζi , (6.2)

with parameters σi ∈ (−1, 0) and ζi ∈ (0, 1). A larger ρi,i implies a smaller ψi and makes

cross-cultural shifts more costly. In this context we interpret ρi,i as the cohesion of the

majority group and argue that greater cohesiveness leads to more indirect indoctrination from

friends, family, and neighbors making it more difficult and costly for a parent to successfully

change a child’s cultural type. A larger ρi,j implies that the cultural distance between the two

groups is smaller making it less costly for a parent to successfully change a child’s cultural
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type. σi and ζi determine the relative importance of the local environment, and the more

general environment for the cost of cross-cultural shifts.27

The lifetime utility of a type j agent takes the same form:

E[Uj|λ] = E[P (j)|λ] + E[Pjc|λ]−
τ 2j

2ψj
, (6.3)

where E[Pjc|λ] = E[P (i)|λ] or E[P (j)|λ] is the expected earnings of the child and τj denotes

the number of type j agents who indoctrinate their children to become type i.

An agent would choose a different cultural type for a child if the marginal increment to

expected earnings of the child exceeds the marginal cost. The following lemma summarizes

the equilibrium number of cross-cultural shifts in the population:

Lemma 4. If E[P (j)|λ] > E[P (i)|λ], τ ∗i = ψi(E[P (j)|λ]−E[P (i)|λ]), τ ∗j = 0; if E[P (j)|λ] <

[P (i)], τ ∗j = ψj(E[P (i)|λ]− E[P (j)|λ]), τ ∗i = 0; if E[P (i)|λ] = E[P (j)|λ], τ ∗i = τ ∗j = 0.

By adding time indexes to all variables, we can describe the dynamics of cultural selection

by the following difference equation:

λt+1 =


max{λt − τ ∗it, 0} if Et[P (i)|λt] < Et[P (j)|λt],

min{λt + τ ∗jt, 1} if Et[P (i)|λt] > Et[P (j)|λt],

λt if Et[P (i)|λt] = Et[P (j)|λt],

with initial condition λ0 ∈ [0, 1].(6.4)

The cultural selection dynamic satisfies payoff-monotonicity. That is, the cultural group

with the higher expected payoff expands in the population over time.

The condition for an interior steady state in the dynamics is Et[P (i)] = Et[P (j)], now

from section 3 this implies λt = λt+1 = λb, so we are concerned with whether the system

converges to λb. We have

Proposition 10. When max{ψi, ψj}(Ei,i+Ej,j

2
−Ei,j) > −2, λb is globally asymptotically stable.

When max{ψi, ψj}(Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j) < −2, λb is repelling.

Proof: Note that when the interior equilibrium is stable then the boundary states 0 and

1 are not attracting. Hence, when studying the stability of an interior equilibrium, we can

27A similar definition can be supplied for ψj but we omit it as all the subsequent results are symmetric.
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safely ignore these bounds and rewrite the proportion of the population of type i after t

periods given an initial state λ0 ∈ [0, 1] as

λt+1 =



(
1 + ψi(

Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)

)
λt + ψi

Ej,j

2
− βEi,j if λt > λb,(

1 + ψj(
Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)

)
λt + ψj

Ej,j

2
− βEi,j if λt < λb,

λt if λt = λb,

(6.5)

with initial condition λ0 ∈ [0, 1].

If both |1 + ψi(
Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)| < 1 and |1 + ψj(

Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)| < 1, then λb is globally

asymptotically stable. If either |1 + ψi(
Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)| > 1 or |1 + ψj(

Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)| > 1,

then λb is repelling. Q.E.D.

If the condition max{ψi, ψj}(Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j) < −2 for instability in Proposition 10 is

satisfied, the system displays oscillatory divergence. So, in the long run, λt ∈ {0, 1} with the

system bouncing between two homogeneous states. Hence, although other-type interaction

is beneficial to the society, it is possible that cultural heterogeneity fails to emerge as a

stable equilibrium. Notice that this result holds when the environment in which socialization

takes place is conducive to cultural change, that is max{ψi, ψj} is sufficiently large. This

arises when the “cultural distance” between the two groups is sufficiently small (sufficiently

large ρij) and/or when within group cohesion is low (sufficiently low ρi,i or ρj,j) making it

inexpensive for the agents to switch cultures, and when the other-type interaction payoff Ei,j

is large compared to the own-type interaction payoffs Ei,i and Ej,j. Casually it might appear

that this relationship between the expected payoffs from the different matches would tend

to make the system stable. This is not so. The key problem is that each individual when

choosing the cultural type of their child assumes that their switch has no measurable effect

on the proportions of the types in the population. Suppose, for example, that all agents

are type i then each believes that switching their child to a type j will ensure a high payoff

other-type match for their child, but as they all behave this way the system oscillates and

the populaton is always of one type! Furthermore a high Ei,j relative to Ei,i and Ej,j simply
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reinforces this behavior. We do not intend this result to be taken literally as a description of

any real economy, but do regard it as indicative of the sort of inefficiencies that the dynamic

path can display as a consequence of agents not internalizing the effects of their own cultural

choices on the expected payoffs of others.

Now let us consider the social planner’s problem. The planner wishes to find a mechanism

to implement the welfare optimum λ∗, and for the path to that optimum to be efficient given

the adjustment costs.

The first obvious instrument that the social planner can employ is a tax scheme that

“corrects” the agents’ incentives and enables the dynamics to converge to the socially optimal

equilibrium λ∗. However, the social planner needs to take into consideration whether the

socially optimal equilibrium is stable. The following result supplies a balanced budget tax

scheme that gives λ∗ as the interior equilibrium and then considers the stability of that

equilibrium.

Proposition 11. When the balanced budget tax scheme involves that in each generation t

the planner taxes each i-type agent an amount equal to Tit = (1 − λt)(β − 1
2
)Eij and taxes

each j-type agent an amount equal to Tjt = −λt(β− 1
2
)Eij, then the interior equilibrium is λ∗.

Further, when max{ψi, ψj}(Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j) > −2, the equilibrium is globally asymptotically

stable given the tax scheme. But when max{ψi, ψj}(Ei,i+Ej,j

2
−Ei,j) < −2, λ∗ is repelling given

the tax scheme.

Proof: See Appendix.

The lesson we learn from Proposition 11 is that the condition for stability of λ∗ is exactly

the same as that for λb. Hence, if λb is stable, the social planner can implement the tax

scheme Tit and Tjt to induce a stable socially optimal state.

On the other hand, if λb is repelling, the social planner strictly prefers a stable homoge-

neous state λ = 1 to a unstable population state switching between 0 and 1. This alternating

behavior yields maximal costs of cross-cultural shifts in every period, without realizing any

beneficial other-type matches. Hence, the social planner should employ a tax scheme that

induces monotonic convergence to λ = 1.

The balanced budget tax scheme described above implements the welfare optimum, λ∗,
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and is stable if the economy is stable in the absence of these taxes. However, it does not

guarantee that the transition path is optimal. We examine this issue next. To simplify the

exposition, we now allow the social planner to directly manipulate the cultural selection

process but we can easily back out the necessary tax rates. Hence the transitional dynamics

from any initial condition, λ0 to the terminal condition, λ∗ are chosen by the planner to

be welfare optimal. Without loss of generality assume λ0 > λ∗. Let st denote the number

of i-type agents whose children the social planner chooses to convert to j-types at time t.

Hence, λt+1 = λt − st. The social planner solves the following optimization problem:

max
∞∑
t=0

(λt+1Et+1[P (i)|λt+1] + (1− λt+1)Et+1[P (j)|λt+1]−
s3t

2ψi
) (6.6)

such that λt+1 = λt − st.

In other words, the social planner maximizes the aggregate welfare of the agents (includ-

ing the costs experienced by the i-type agents whose children are converted to j-types) by

choosing the step sizes (st) and the number of steps to reach λ∗ from λ0.

The dynamic optimization problem faced by the social planner can be approximated by

the following linear-quadratic regulator (Bertsekas (1995), Hansen and Sargent (2007)) with

instantaneous return equal to

−2Eij − Eii − Ejj
2

(λt − st − λ∗)2 −
s2t

2ψi
, (6.7)

and transition dynamic λt+1 = λt − st.

The optimal path corresponding to the linear-quadratic regulator is given by

λt+1 =

Eii + Ejj − 2Eij +
√

(2Eij − Eii − Ejj)(2Eij − Eii − Ejj + 4
ψi

)

2

ψiλ∗
+

 1

ψi
+

2Eij − Eii − Ejj −
√

(2Eij − Eii − Ejj)(2Eij − Eii − Ejj + 4
ψi

)

2

ψiλt, (6.8)
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which implies that

st = ψi

Eii + Ejj − 2Eij +
√

(2Eij − Eii − Ejj)(2Eij − Eii − Ejj + 4
ρij

)

2

 (λt − λ∗). (6.9)

On the other hand, given the optimal tax scheme stated in Proposition 11, the number

of j-type agents who indoctrinate their children to become i-types is given by

τit = ψi(Et[P (j)] + Tjt − Et[P (i)]− Tit)

= ψi

(
Ejj − Eij

2
+

2Eij − Eii − Ejj
2

λt

)
=

ψi
2

(2Eij − Eii − Ejj)(λt − λ∗). (6.10)

Equations (6.9) and (6.10) jointly imply the following:

Proposition 12. When 4 > 3ψi(2Eij − Eii − Ejj), st > τit; when 4 ≤ 3ψi(2Eij − Eii − Ejj),

st ≤ τit.

Proposition 12 implies that when the environment within which socialization takes place

is not conducive to cultural change, ψi is small, either because the cultural distance between

the two groups is sufficiently large (small ρi,j), or the groups are internally very cohesive

(large ρi,i), then the step sizes on the optimal path chosen by the social planner are larger

than those induced by the cultural selection process. The converse is also true. This arrises

because there are two “distortions” effecting the agents decisions: First they do not recognize

an intertemporal trade-off in that converting their child to the other type today implies a

cost to themselves today but saves their type the cost of conversion in the future, this is

an intertemporal distortion. Hence the agents tend to convert too little, and this distortion

is more important the greater the adjustment cost (the smaller is ρi,j) and the smaller is

the child’s expected payoff benefit from conversion, 2Eij − Eii − Ejj. The second distortion

is the one discussed earlier, in choosing to convert their child to the other type agents do

not internalize the cost to other agents in terms their effect on the current probability of an

other-type match. This causes them to over convert their children, and this contemporaneous

distortion is more important the greater the probability of coordination, ρi,j and the greater
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the the return to successful coordination, the greater is 2Eij − Eii − Ejj. The planner of

course internalizes both of these effects, so whether st ≷ τt depends on the relative effects of

the intertemporal and contemporaneous distortions on the agents child conversion choices.

Examples of policymakers in many countries attempting to force the pace of immigrant

or minority assimilation abound and often involve banning or discouraging the use of a

language.28

6.2 A Probabilistic Cultural Transmission Mechanism

Alternatively, we can think of cultural transmission in a Bisin and Verdier framework

(Bisin and Verdier (2001)). Consider the following overlapping generation model. In each

generation, an agent engages in economic activities as described in Section 3. At the same

time, they become a parent and bear a child, whose cultural type is malleable. The agent

is altruistic in regards to the expected earnings of the child and they can exert effort to

indoctrinate the child into their own cultural type.29 The higher effort an agent exerts, the

higher probability that the child adopts the agents own cultural type. This process is called

direct transmission. In the event that direct transmission fails, the child will pick a role

model from society at random and adopt the role model’s cultural type. The lifetime utility

of a type i agent is now given by

E[Ui|λ] = E[P (i)|λ] + E[Pic|λ]− ze2i
2µi

, (6.11)

which is the sum of their own expected payoff and the expected payoff of their child (E[Pic|λ])

minus a quadratic effort cost ei ∈ [0, 1] where z is a positive constant. The term µi again

captures the environment in which the i-type parent attempts to socialize the child, however

28Classic examples include the banning of minorities languages such as the Kurdish, Armenian and Greek
languages in Turkey. Similarly in Franco’s Spain all languages other than Catalan Spanish were banned. In
the late 19th and early 20th centuries Hawaiian was banned in all Hawaiian schools.

29In Bisin and Verdier (2001), parents are assumed to have “imperfect empathy”. That is, instead of
being altruistic in regards to the objective expected payoffs of their children, they evaluate the children’s
consumption bundles according to their own preferences, according to which they are not utility maximizing.
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here it is to their own type. We define

µi = (ρi,i)
γ(ρi,j)

δ, (6.12)

with γ ∈ (0, 1) and δ ∈ (−1, 1).30 As in the previous section we interpret the effects of

ρi,i and ρi,j on µi as capturing how the local and general environment impact the cost of

own-type socialization.31 A larger ρi,i indicates that the majority type are more culturally

cohesive, so family, friends and neighbors are more likely to reinforce a parents attempts to

socializer a child making that process less costly. A smaller ρi,j indicates a greater cultural

distance between the two types and represent the more general environment in which an

i-type parent may try to socialize a child. By letting δ ∈ (−1, 1) we leave the effect this

has on socialization costs ambiguous. Two interpretations suggest themselves; if δ > 0 then

the socialization cost is decreasing in ρi,j, this suggest that any influences the child may

receive from the general environment are not too different from those of the parent and

are counteracted relatively inexpensively; if, however, δ < 0 then the socialization cost is

increasing in ρi,j, here it might be that if the cultural distance between the two groups is large

it is easy for a child to distinguish between the socializing influences of the parent and the

more general environment, but if the cultural distance is small the child may easily conflate

the efforts of the parent with the influences of the general environment making socialization

more costly.

Direct transmission succeeds with probability ei. If it fails, the child adopts the cultural

type of an agent randomly chosen from the population. Hence, the probability that the child

becomes an i-type agent is written Pi,i = ei + (1 − ei)λ and the probability that the child

becomes a j-type agent equals Pi,j = (1 − ei)(1 − λ). The expected payoff of the child is

given by

E[Pic|λ] = Pi,iE[P (i)|λ] + Pi,jE[P (j)|λ]

= (ei + (1− ei)λ)E[P (i)|λ] + (1− ei)(1− λ)E[P (j)|λ]. (6.13)

30Obviously if γ = δ = 0 we have the same costs as in Bisin and Verdier
31Again we omit the obvious similar definition for µj
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Lifetime utility of a type j agent takes a similar form:

E[Uj|λ] = E[P (j)|λ] + δE[Pjc|λ]−
ze2j
2µj

, (6.14)

where ej ∈ [0, 1] is the effort exerted. The expected payoff of the child E[Pjc] is given by

E[Pjc|λ] = Pj,jE[P (j)|λ] + Pj,iE[P (i)|λ]

= (ej + (1− ej)(1− λ))E[P (j)|λ] + (1− ej)λE[P (i)|λ], (6.15)

where Pj,j = ej + (1 − ej)(1 − λ) is the probability that the child becomes a j-type agent

and Pj,i = (1− ej)λ is the probability that the child becomes an i-type agent.

Assume that z is sufficiently large such that the indoctrination efforts exerted by the

agents are bounded away from 1. The following lemma illustrates the optimal effort exerted

by the two types of agents:

Lemma 5. When E[P (i)|λ] > E[P (j)|λ], e∗i = µi
z

(1 − λ)(E[P (i)|λ] − E[P (j)|λ]) and e∗j =

0. When E[P (i)|λ] < E[P (j)|λ], e∗j =
µj
z
λ(E[P (j)|λ] − E[P (i)|λ]) and e∗i = 0. When

E[P (i)|λ] = E[P (j)|λ], e∗i = e∗j = 0.

By adding time indexes, the dynamic of cultural selection is given by

λt+1 = λt + (1− λt)Pj,i,t − λtPi,j,t

= λt + (1− λt)(1− e∗j,t)λt − λt(1− e∗i,t)(1− λt), (6.16)

where (1−λt)(1−e∗j,t)λt is the number of children raised by j-type parents eventually become

i-types (inflow) and λt(1 − e∗i,t)(1 − λt) is the number of children raised by i-type parents

eventually become j-types (outflow).
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Given Lemma 4, we rewrite the dynamic of cultural selection as

λt+1 = λt + λt(1− λt)(e∗i,t − e∗j,t)

=


λt − λ2t (1− λt)

µj
z

(Et[P (j)|λt]− Et[P (i)|λt]) if Et[P (i)|λt] < Et[P (j)|λt],

λt + λt(1− λt)2 µiz (Et[P (i)|λt]− Et[P (j)|λt]) if Et[P (i)|λt] > Et[P (j)|λt],

λt if Et[P (i)|λt] = Et[P (j)|λt].

(6.17)

We have the following result:

Proposition 13. λb is asymptotically stable.

Proof: See Appendix.

Proposition 13 demonstrates that the dynamic of cultural selection derived from a prob-

abilistic cultural transmission model based on Bisin and Verdier (2001) is sufficiently smooth

such that the interior equilibrium λb is stable, this contrasts with the dynamic of cultural

selection derived using an increasing convex cost function.

7 Intermediaries

In the model above there are two basic frictions. Agents who desire them may fail to

obtain other-type matches, and all matched pairs face some chance of a failure to coordinate.

Reducing these frictions generates positive expected rents, so it seems reasonable then to

expect that specialists of some sort would emerge to perform these function. In this section,

we allow for these specialists, termed intermediaries, who can either facilitate matching

between the two types of agents or increase the probability of successful coordination in other-

type matches.32 These intermediaries are not directly productive. We ask what the presence

32When intermediaries facilitate matching this works somewhat like matchmakers discussed by Yavas
(1994), examples include the activities of real estate agents and employment agencies. When intermediaries
facilitate coordination they are somewhat like the “Middlemen” analyzed by Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1987).
In Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1987), intermediaries can be either sellers, buyers or middlemen. Sellers
and buyers are in the market infrequently and face search costs as it may take time to match with each
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of intermediaries does to the relative proportions of types i and j in the population? This

helps us to understand which type of agents are more likely to adopt the role of intermediaries.

7.1 Intermediaries Facilitate Matching

Assume that intermediates can help the agents form other-type matches.33 We consider a

case in which, without intermediaries, the two types of agents are segregated from each other.

That is agents match with their own type with probability 1. However, with an intermediary,

a j-type agent is guaranteed to be matched with an i-type agent with probability 1. This

extreme case allows us to gain insights into the problem in a relatively simple way.

Let λ denote the fraction of i-type agents, ω denote the fraction of j-type agents and

1 − λ − ω fraction of the agents who adopt the role of intermediaries. We treat intermedi-

aries as the third type of agents denoted by l. We initially assume that an intermediary is

unconstrained in the number of matches they can facilitate. We again assume that agents

can freely choose to be either an i, j, or a l-type.

Now, for each other-type match, an i-type agent, a j-type agent and a l-type agent

bargain over the surplus generated. The threat point of an i-type agent is Eii

2
. Similarly, the

thread point of a j-type agent is
Ejj

2
. The threat point of a l-type agent is zero because it is

assumed that the intermediary is non-productive elsewhere. This is tantamount to assuming

that it is costly to become an intermediary, as agents that become intermediaries give up

the outside option of an own-type match. The Nash bargaining problem is given by:

max
θ,ε

(
θEij −

Eii
2

)(
εEij −

Ejj
2

)
[(1− θ − ε)Eij − 0] . (7.1)

other, middlemen are always in the market and allow the buyers and seller to reduce search costs. In our
analysis when intermediaries improve coordination probabilities these expected gains work like the search cost
reductions of Rubinstein and Wolinsky. In a different vein, Li (1998) argues that middlemen exist because
they pose private information concerning the consumption goods. Here when intermediaries facilitate other-
type matches with probability one they have an informational advantage in matching analagous to the quality
information advantage in Li’s work.

33Bloch and Ryder (2000) develop a model of two sided matching with matchmakers, where the value of a
match depends of the quality of the partner. The use of a matchmakers depends on the pricing scheme she
adopts for her services. In their model there is no redistribution of the surplus created by a match between
the partners.
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By solving this maximization problem, we get

θ =
Eij + Eii − Eij

2

3Eij
and ε =

Eij + Ejj − Eij

2

3Eij
. (7.2)

Assume as before that Eii > Ejj. Without intermediaries, the whole population of agents

become i-types. Let us investigate the interior market equilibrium in the presence of in-

termediaries. In the interior equilibrium, we must have λ > ω, because the i-types have a

higher threat point, and hence will receive higher expected payoff unless they have a lower

probability of an other type match than j-types. All j-type agents receive an other-type

match.

Let (λ∗, ω∗) denote the interior market equilibrium (if it exists), at which the expected

payoffs of three types of agent are given by:

E[P (i)|λ∗, ω∗] =

(
λ∗ − ω∗

λ∗

)
Eii
2

+

(
ω∗

λ∗

)
θEij; (7.3)

E[P (j)|λ∗, ω∗] = εEij; (7.4)

E[P (l)|λ∗, ω∗] =

(
ω∗

1− λ∗ − ω∗

)
(1− θ − ε)Eij. (7.5)

Here we assume that an intermediary can handle arbitrary number of matches. Hence,

an intermediary’s expected payoff is equal to the rent extracted from each bargain times the

number of matches handled ω∗

1−λ∗−ω∗ .

In a stable interior equilibrium, we must have E[P (i)|λ∗, ω∗] = E[P (j)|λ∗, ω∗] = E[P (l)|λ∗, ω∗].

Moreover, the following three conditions must be satisfied:

εEij >
Eii
2
, ω ∈ (0, 1), λ > ω. (7.6)

The first condition indicates that the rent extracted by a j-type agent must be larger

than the payoff an i-type agent can obtain from an own-type match, otherwise all agents

would choose to be i-types. We find that when Eij is sufficiently high, the above three

conditions are satisfied. In other words, when an other-type match is sufficiently productive,

an equilibrium in which intermediaries emerge is the only stable prediction.

However, in reality, each intermediary may only be able to handle a limited number of
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matches due to ability and/or time constraints. Let v denote the number of matches each

intermediary can facilitate. We are interested in investigating whether the socially optimal

proportion of intermediaries differs from the market equilibrium given that each intermediary

is constrained to facilitate at most v matches. There are two possible cases: 1) v < ω∗

1−λ∗−ω∗ ;

2) v > ω∗

1−λ∗−ω∗ .

In the first case the constraint on the intermediaries is binding, v < ω∗

1−λ∗−ω∗ , and the

market interior equilibrium (λ∗, ω∗) without constraints cannot be obtained. Instead there

are two potential market equilibria: 1) an interior equilibrium in which not all j-type agents

are matched with i-type agents (contrary to (λ∗, ω∗)); or, 2) a corner equilibrium in which

the whole population of agents choose to be i-types. This equilibrium occurs when v is

sufficiently small such that the intermediaries’ expected payoff are so low that no agent

would choose to be an l-type.

Let (λ̃, ω̃) denote the interior equilibrium with constraints (if it exists) and let x̃ =

v(1− λ̃− ω̃) be the number of other-type matches. The expected payoffs of the agents are

given by

E[P (i)|λ̃, ω̃] =

(
λ̃− x̃
λ̃

)
Eii
2

+

(
x̃

λ̃

)
θEij; (7.7)

E[P (j)|λ̃, ω̃] =

(
ω̃ − x̃
ω̃

)
Ejj
2

+

(
x̃

ω̃

)
εEij; (7.8)

E[P (l)|λ̃, ω̃] = x̃(1− θ − ε)Eij. (7.9)

We must have x̃ < ω̃ < λ̃. x̃ < ω̃ because in this interior equilibrium not all j-type

agents are matched with i-type agents. ω̃ < λ̃ is necessary for the expected payoff of an

i-type agent to equal that of an j-type agent.

Now let us look at the utilitarian social planner’s problem. Let x denote the total number

of matches that intermediaries facilitate. Then total welfare equals

E[W |λ, ω] = (λ− x)
Eii
2

+ (ω − x)
Ejj
2

+ xEij, (7.10)

with constraints x ≤ ω ≤ λ and x ≤ v(1− λ− ω).

Let λSP denote the optimal number of i-type agents, ωSP denote the optimal number
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of j-type agents and xSP denote the optimal number of matches facilitated by each l-type

agent. We have the following result:

Proposition 14. When Eij > Eii +
Ejj

2
, λSP = ωSP = xSP = v

1+2v
. When Eij < Eii +

Ejj

2
,

λSP = 1, ωSP = xSP = 0.

Proof: Total welfare can be rewritten as

E[W |λ, ω] = λ

(
Eii
2

)
+ ω

(
Ejj
2

)
+ x

(
Eij −

Eii
2
− Ejj

2

)
. (7.11)

When Eij− Eii

2
− Ejj

2
> Eii

2
, i.e., Eij > Eii +

Ejj

2
, the social planner wishes to maximize x which

occurs where the two constraints x ≤ ω ≤ λ and x ≤ v(1 − λ − ω) are binding. This gives

us λSP = ωSP = xSP = v
1+2v

. When Eij < Eii +
Ejj

2
, the social planner wishes to maximize λ,

which leads to λSP = 1, ωSP = xSP = 0. Q.E.D.

We have the following immediate result:

Corollary 4. If Eij > Eii +
Ejj

2
, then xSP > x̃ > 0.

Proof: The market interior equilibrium satisfies that x̃ = v(1 − λ̃ − ω̃), x̃ < ω̃ < λ̃, which

implies that x̃ < v(1− 2x̃). Hence, we have x̃ < v
1+2v

= xSP . Q.E.D.

Proposition 14 and Corollary 4 show that when Eij > Eii +
Ejj

2
, i.e., when other-type

matching is sufficiently productive, the social planner always wants more intermediaries

than the market equilibrium. Otherwise, the social planner prefers to induce a homogeneous

i-type society. The intuition here is that when an individual agent chooses whether or not to

be an intermediary they only consider their own benefits, a planner however also internalizes

the benefits to other agents that arise from the increased probability of an other-type match.

Next, we consider the second case in which v > ω∗

1−λ∗−ω∗ . In this case, the market interior

equilibrium (λ∗, ω∗) can be obtained. The social planner’s problem is identical to that in the

previous case. Hence, Proposition 14 still holds. When Eij > Eii+
Ejj

2
, in the social optimum,

the proportion of intermediaries equals xSP

v
= 1

2v+1
, which monotonically decreases in v. In

other words, as the number of matches each intermediary can facilitate increases, the social
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planner desires fewer intermediaries. Moreover, there exists a v, such that for any v > v,

1
2v+1

< 1− λ∗− ω∗. That is, the social planner prefers fewer intermediaries than the market

equilibrium.

7.2 Intermediaries Facilitate Coordination

Suppose now the intermediaries are able to increase the probability of successful coordi-

nation in the other-type matches. How much the intermediaries can improve on the coordi-

nation probability depends on the bundle of characteristics that define a cultural type, and

which aspects of culture are the most relevant for coordination purposes. If the characteris-

tics of the cultural most relevant to facilitating coordination are elements such as languages

or customs, let us call these “social traits”, then presumably the intermediaries cannot un-

derstand either culture better than they can understand themselves. In this case they can

at best raise ρi,j → min{ρi,i, ρj,j}.

On the other hand, if the characteristics of culture most relevant to coordination involve

agents’ culturally influenced “personal traits” such as diplomatic skills or the ability to

empathize, then ρii and ρjj represent how agents’ personal traits affect their own-cultural

coordination respectively. Hence, intermediaries from group i can raise ρij to ρii, while

intermediaries from group j can raise ρij to ρjj.

Finally it might be that the ability to improve coordination depends on an intermediaries

“cultural experience”, where the type that has more experience of other-type matching is

better able to increase the probability of coordination. We capture this idea by supposing

that if ρii,j as the probability of successful coordination if the intermediary is drawn from the

population of i-types. Then their probability of facilitating coordination might be defined

by ρii,j = min{ρi,i, ρj,j}(1− λ). A Similar expression holds if an intermediary is drawn from

the population of for j-types.

7.2.1 Coordination Based on Social Traits

We consider first the the case where the ability to facilitate coordination depends on social

traits such as languages or customs. In this case, intermediaries can raise ρi,j → min{ρi,i, ρj,j}
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regardless of which group they originated from. Let λ denote the fraction of i-type agents,

ω denote the fraction of j-type agents and 1− λ− ω denote the fraction of the agents who

adopt the role of intermediaries. We treat intermediaries as a third type of agents denote by

l.

For each other-type match that involves the services of an intermediary, an i-type agent,

a j-type agent and a l-type agent bargain over the surplus generated by the match. The

threat point of an i-type agent is β∗Eij, which is the expected payoff that an i-type agent

can obtain in a other-type match without the help of an intermediary. Similarly, the threat

point of a j-type agent is (1 − β∗)Eij. The threat point of a l-type agent is zero because if

the three parties cannot come to an agreement, then the intermediary is again assumed to

be unproductive elsewhere.34 The Nash bargaining problem is as follows:

max
θ,ε

(θmin{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij − β∗Eij)(εmin{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij − (1− β∗)Eij)

×((1− θ − ε)min{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij − 0). (7.12)

By solving this maximization problem, we get

θ =
min{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij + 2β∗Eij − (1− β∗)Eij

3min{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij

; (7.13)

ε =
min{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij + 2(1− β∗)Eij − β∗Eij

3min{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij

. (7.14)

In the interior equilibrium, the expected payoff of three types of agents are given by:

E[P (i)] =

(
λ

λ+ ω

)
Eii
2

+

(
ω

λ+ ω

)
θmin{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij; (7.15)

E[P (j)] =

(
ω

λ+ ω

)
Ejj
2

+

(
λ

λ+ ω

)
εmin{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij; (7.16)

E[P (l)] =

(
λω

1− λ− ω

)
(1− θ − ε)min{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij. (7.17)

Similar to the previous subsection, an intermediary’s expected payoff is equal to the

34We are assuming implicitly here that if negotiations break down the i and j type players recognize that
they have achieved a beneficial other-type match and will maintain this match and bargain directly with
each other. They do not revert to the “outside-option” of an own-type match.
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total rent that all the intermediaries extract from bargaining divided by the proportion of

intermediaries.

Let κ = ω
λ

denote the ratio between the proportion of j-type agents and that of i-type

agents. By equating E[P (i)] = E[P (j)], we have

κ =
4
3
(min{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij − Eij) + 2Eij + Ejj − 3Eii

4
3
(min{ρi,i, ρj,j}Rij − Eij) + 2Eij + Eii − 3Ejj

>
2Eij + Ejj − 3Eii
2Eij + Eii − 3Ejj

=
1− λb
λb

. (7.18)

Hence, we conclude that in the case where the relevant element of culture for facilitating

coordination is a social trait such as language or custom, intermediaries mostly come from

the majority group (i-type agents). This follows from our earlier comparative statics results

which stated that an increase in the expected payoff from an other-type match disproportion-

ately benefited the minority group. This was because they were more likely to achieve such

a match than the majority. Here the same is true, so an increase in the expected value of

other-type matches due to the emergence of intermediaries again disproportionately benefits

the minority j-types, hence relatively fewer intermediaries are drawn from their population.

An interesting example of this type of intermediation might be the role of Pocahontas

and other members of the Powhatan tribe who facilitated trade between the majority local

American tribes and the minority English colonists in early 17th century Jamestown. Several

Powhatans lived amongst the English and learned their language and about their culture,

but refused to become acultured, resisting, for example, having their children attend English

schools.

7.2.2 Coordination Based on Personal Traits

Next, we discuss the case that cultural types represent personal traits.35 In this case, the

intermediaries from the two groups are asymmetric because they can increase the probability

35In an article “Ideal Qualities of a Successful Diplomat” Robert Blackwill of the Belfer Center for Science
and International Affairs at the John F. Kennedy School of Government, lists several personal characteristics
that make a good diplomat but may be a product of the individuals culture. These include the tendency
to analyze before prescribe, to be verbally fluent and concise, to be highly attentive to detail, and to be
willing to accept risk. All traits that might be learned from an individuals original culture. These views are
shared by Karl Gruber, ex Austrian Foreign Minister and Austrian Ambassador to the United States, Spain,
Switzerland, and West Germany in an article in eDiplomat (2016). Gruber adds the ability to empathize to
Blackwill’s list.
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of successful coordination to different levels. In the previous case, the agents in a other-type

match can either hire an intermediary or not. Now, the agents have the options to choose

from the two different types of intermediaries or not to hire one. Hence, those intermediaries

from the group that has a lower ability to facilitate other-type coordination would be crowded

out.

We are interested in the scenario in which Eii > Ejj and ρii < ρjj. In this scenario, without

intermediaries, i-type agents are the majority in the population. However, j-type agents

are more suitable to be intermediaries because their personal traits facilitate coordination.

Therefore, all the intermediaries come from the j group in the interior equilibrium.

As in the previous section λ denotes the fraction of i-type agents, ω denotes the fraction

of j-type agents and 1−λ−ω the fraction of the agents who adopt the role of intermediaries

who are again denoted by l. Recall that here all intermediaries must come from group j.

The Nash bargaining problem is given as follows:

max
θ,ε

(θρjjRij − β∗Eij)(ερjjRij − (1− β∗)Eij)((1− θ − ε)ρjjRij − 0). (7.19)

By solving this maximization problem, we get

θ =
ρjjRij + 2β∗Eij − (1− β∗)Eij

3ρjjRij

and ε =
ρjjRij + 2(1− β∗)Eij − β∗Eij

3ρjjRij

. (7.20)

In the interior equilibrium, the expected payoff of three types of agents are given by:

E[P (i)] =

(
λ

λ+ ω

)
Eii
2

+

(
ω

λ+ ω

)
θρjjRij; (7.21)

E[P (j)] =

(
ω

λ+ ω

)
Ejj
2

+

(
λ

λ+ ω

)
ερjjRij; (7.22)

E[P (l)] =

(
λω

1− λ− ω

)
(1− θ − ε)ρjjRij. (7.23)

Since the intermediaries all come from group j, the ratio between the proportion of j-type

agents and the proportion of i-type agents is measured by 1−λ
λ

and we have:

1− λ
λ

>
ω

λ
=

4
3
(ρjjRij − Eij) + 2Eij + Ejj − 3Eii

4
3
(ρjjRij − Eij) + 2Eij + Eii − 3Ejj

>
1− λb
λb

. (7.24)
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Hence, the minority group j expands due to the possibility of becoming intermediaries.

The intuition here is that intermediaries create extra rents so some j-types choose to be

intermediaries. Ceteris paribus this reduces the number of j-types involved in matching,

making cross-cultural matches more likely for the j-types and less likely for i-types. The

expected value of being a j-type relative to an i-type rises inducing more agents to choose

to choose to become j-types.

7.2.3 Coordination Based on Cultural Experience

The idea here is that the general “cultural experience” of meeting other types matters in

the role of intermediaries. If this is the case and we write ρii,j as the probability of successful

coordination if the intermediary is an i-type. Then we might define

ρii,j = min{ρi,i, ρj,j}(1− λ) and ρji,j = min{ρi,i, ρj,j}λ (7.25)

This tells us that, away from the matching/coordination game we model, the minority j-

types meet majority i-types with greater frequency than the converse, they therefore have

more cross-cultural experience and are better intermediaries.36

When λ > 1
2
, we have ρii,j < ρji,j. In this case, intermediaries only come from the j group.

On the other hand, When λ > 1
2
, we have ρii,j < ρji,j. In this case, intermediaries only come

from the i group. We have the following result:

Proposition 15. If an interior equilibrium λ exists, then λ ≥ 1
2
.

Proof: See Appendix.

Proposition 15 states that if an interior equilibrium exists, j-type agents must be the

minority and intermediaries should all come from group j. The intuition is that if instead

i-type agents are the minority, they not only obtain a higher share of the rents in cross-

cultural matches, but they also have a higher chance to engage in cross-cultural matches.

Therefore, the i group must expand until it becomes the majority.

Finally, let us briefly discuss what the optimal number of intermediaries would be chosen

36This is what sociologists term ”acculturation without assimilation”.
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by a social planner when intermediaries facilitate coordination. Assume that each trader

can facilitate coordination for a limited number (ν) of cross-cultural matches. Similar to the

intuitions we derive in Section 7.1, when ν is sufficiently small, the social planner want more

intermediaries than the market equilibrium; when ν is sufficiently large, the social planner

want fewer intermediaries than the market equilibrium.

8 Conclusion/Extensions

The analysis presented above tackles the currently pressing question of what might be

expected to happen to societies comprised of more than one distinct cultural group? Will

there be assimilation of one group by another or will they remain distinct? Will the cultural

dynamics lead to an efficient outcome or not? And to each of these questions we can add

“why?” We have addressed these questions by developing a theoretical model of the transmis-

sion of culture based on novel primitives. We assume that there are skill complementarities

between the two cultural types but also communication problems. Allowing agents from

the two cultural groups to be matched at random to play a coordination game, and then

letting the players bargain over the fruits of successful coordination allows us to gain many

insights into the questions posed. We are able to explain when and if one cultural group

assimilates another as a function of the within and across group probabilities of successful

coordination and the relative productivities of own-type and other-type matches. Generally

we find that when coexistence of the two cultural types is desirable from a welfare perspec-

tive then the market solution involves the minority group being too small. This provides

an explanation for many countries adopting policies that promote multiculturalism. How-

ever, in a dynamic context our analysis points to the possibility that agents in pursuit of

economic advantages will overreact to such an extent in terms of cross-cultural transmission

that policies to encourage assimilation might be desirable. When the market equilibrium

in our model is interior we show that more interaction between cultural groups is always

desirable, indeed in our specific context it is Pareto improving.

In an extension to our analysis we showed that it is natural for agents to appear that

act as intermediaries between the two cultural groups. These intermediaries may facilitate
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improved matching or coordination or both. We are able to identify the conditions under

which the intermediaries are drawn from the minority or majority cultural group and whether

their numbers are efficient. Again we obtain our results from the probabilities successful

own-type and other-type coordination, interpreted as before as measures of within group

cohesiveness and the cultural distance between groups.

There are several potential extensions to our analysis. If we were to reinterpret and

model more carefully the outside options of the cultural types, we might gain some insight

into the distribution of black market activities across types. Also, it might be possible to

allow cultural choice to be continuous so as to explore whether equilibria exist with multiple

types even when agents could in principle choose a form of “melting pot” where a common

mix of cultural types emerges. These are of course questions for future study.

Appendix

Proof of Corollary 3

E1[P (i), n, λ∗(n)] = E1[P (j), n, λ∗(n)], for any n > n. Moreover, (5.9) and (5.10) imply that

E1[P (i), n+ 1, λ∗(n)]− E1[P (i), n, λ∗(n)]

=

(
Ej,i −

Ei,i
2
− Ej,j

2

)(
1− λn+1

2
−

n∑
t=1

1− λt
2n+2−t

)
; (8.1)

E1[P (j), n+ 1, λ∗(n)]− E1[P (j), n, λ∗(n)]

=

(
Ej,i −

Ei,i
2
− Ej,j

2

)(
λn+1

2
−

n∑
t=1

λt
2n+2−t

)
. (8.2)

This in turn implies that

E1[P (j), n+ 1, λ∗(n)]− E1[P (i), n+ 1, λ∗(n)]

= (E1[P (j), n+ 1, λ∗(n)]− E1[P (j), n, λ∗(n)])

−(E1[P (i), n+ 1, λ∗(n)]− E1[P (i), n, λ∗(n)]

=

(
Ej,i −

Ei,i
2
− Ej,j

2

)(
2λn+1 − 1

2
−

n∑
t=1

2λt − 1

2n+2−t

)
(8.3)
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Since λ∗(n) > 1
2
, we know λt monotonically increases in t. Hence, we have 2λn+1−1

2
−∑n

t=1
2λt−1
2n+2−t > 2λn+1−1

2
−
∑n

t=1
2λn+1−1
2n+2−t = 2λn+1−1

2n+1 > 0. This indicates that E1[P (j), n +

1, λ∗(n)] > E1[P (i), n+ 1, λ∗(n)].

Given that E1[P (i), t, λ] is strictly decreasing in λ and E1[P (j), t, λ] is strictly increasing

in λ, for any t > 0. We conclude that λ∗(n+ 1) < λ∗(n). Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 11

By imposing the tax scheme described by Tit and Tjt, it is straightforward to show that λ∗

is the unique interior equilibrium. By the same reasoning as in the proof of Proposition

10, we can safely ignore the population bounds (0 and 1) and rewrite the proportion of the

population of type i after t periods given an initial state λ0 ∈ [0, 1] as

λt+1 =



(
1 + ψi(

Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)

)
λt + ψi

Ej,j−Ei,j

2
if λt > λb,(

1 + ψj(
Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)

)
λt + ψj

Ej,j−Ei,j

2
if λt < λb,

λt if λt = λb,

(8.4)

with initial condition λ0 ∈ [0, 1].

If both |1 + ψi(
Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)| < 1 and |1 + ψj(

Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)| < 1, then λb is globally

asymptotically stable. If either |1 + ψi(
Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)| > 1 or |1 + ψj(

Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j)| > 1,

then λb is repelling. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 13

Rewrite the dynamic as λt+1 = f(λt), we have lim−λt→λb f
′(λt) = 1 − µj

z
B(1 + B/A)2

and lim+
λt→λb f

′(λt) = 1 + µi
z
B2/A2(A + B), where A = (

Ei,i+Ej,j

2
− Ei,j) < 0 and B =

(
Ei,i−3Ej,j

4
+

Ei,j

2
) > 0. e∗i < 1 implies that µi

z
B < 1, where the LHS is an i parent’s effort when

λ = 1. e∗j < 1 implies that −µj
z

(A + B) < 1, where LHS is an j parent’s effort when λ = 0.

One can also show that (A+B)B
A2 > −2. These together imply that 1− µj

z
B(1+B/A)2 ∈ (−1, 1)

and 1 + µi
z
B2/A2(A+B) ∈ (−1, 1). Hence, λb is asymptotically stable. Q.E.D.
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Proof of Proposition 15

We prove it by contradiction. Suppose that λ < 1
2
, then we have ρii,j < ρji,j and intermediaries

only come from the i group. Let ν denote the fraction of i-type agents, 1 − λ denote the

fraction of j-type agents and λ−ν fraction of the agents who adopt the role of intermediaries.

The Nash bargaining problem is given as follows:

max
θ′,ε′

(θ′ρiijRij − β∗Eij)(ε′ρiijRij − (1− β∗)Eij)((1− θ′ − ε′)ρiijRij − 0). (8.5)

By solving this maximization problem, we get

θ′ =
ρiijRij + 2β∗Eij − (1− β∗)Eij

3ρiijRij

and ε′ =
ρiijRij + 2(1− β∗)Eij − β∗Eij

3ρiijRij

. (8.6)

In the interior equilibrium, the expected payoff of three types of agents are given by:

E[P (i)] =

(
ν

ν + 1− λ

)
Eii
2

+

(
1− λ

ν + 1− λ

)
θ′ρiijRij; (8.7)

E[P (j)] =

(
1− λ

ν + 1− λ

)
Ejj
2

+

(
ν

ν + 1− λ

)
ε′ρiijRij; (8.8)

E[P (l)] =

(
ν(1− λ)

λ− µ

)
(1− θ′ − ε′)ρiijRij. (8.9)

By equating E[P (i)] = E[P (j)], we have

1− λ
λ

<
1− λ
ν

=
4
3
(ρiijRij − Eij) + 2Eij + Ejj − 3Eii

4
3
(ρiijRij − Eij) + 2Eij + Eii − 3Ejj

. (8.10)

The LHS of inequality (8.10) is decreasing in λ and is always larger than 1 when λ < 1
2
. The

RHS of (8.10) inequality is also decreasing in λ and its maximum value is less than 1 (its

maximum value is attained when λ = 0). Therefore, inequality (8.10) is impossible to hold.

This indicates that if there exists an interior equilibrium λ, it cannot be less than 1
2
.

Q.E.D.
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